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Donaldson PH, Kirkovski M, Yang JS, Bekkali S, Enticott PG.
High-definition tDCS to the right temporoparietal junction modulates
slow-wave resting state power and coherence in healthy adults. J
Neurophysiol 122: 1735–1744, 2019. First published August 28,
2019; doi:10.1152/jn.00338.2019.—The right temporoparietal junction
(rTPJ) is a multisensory integration hub that is increasingly utilized as a
target of stimulation studies exploring its rich functional network roles
and potential clinical applications. While transcranial direct current stim-
ulation (tDCS) is frequently employed in such studies, there is still
relatively little known regarding its local and network neurophysiological
effects, particularly at important nonmotor sites such as the rTPJ. The
current study applied either anodal, cathodal, or sham high-definition
tDCS to the rTPJ of 53 healthy participants and used offline EEG to
assess the impacts of stimulation on resting state (eyes open and eyes
closed) band power and coherence. Temporoparietal and central region
delta power was increased after anodal stimulation (the latter trend only),
whereas cathodal stimulation increased frontal region delta and theta
power. Increased coherence between right and left temporoparietal re-
gions was also observed after anodal stimulation. All significant effects
occurred in the eyes open condition. These findings are discussed with
reference to domain general and mechanistic theories of rTPJ func-
tion. Low-frequency oscillatory activity may exert long-range inhib-
itory network influences that enable switching between and integra-
tion of endogenous/exogenous processing streams.

NEW & NOTEWORTHY Through the novel use of high-definition
transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) and EEG, we provide
evidence that both anodal and cathodal stimulation of the right
temporoparietal junction selectively modulate slow-wave power and
coherence in distributed network regions of known relevance to
proposed temporoparietal junction functionality. These results also
provide direct evidence of the ability of tDCS to modulate oscillatory
activity at a long-range network level, which may have explanatory
power in terms of both neurophysiological and behavioral effects.

coherence; electroencephalogram; high-definition transcranial direct
current stimulation; resting state; temporoparietal junction

INTRODUCTION

Transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) is used
broadly in neuroscience research due to its proposed neuro-
modulatory effects. However, the importance of better under-
standing the local and distributed neurophysiological effects of
stimulation, particularly with regard to nonmotor stimulation

sites, has been increasingly recognized (Sellaro et al. 2016).
There are many reasons that this understanding is important.
First, assumptions are made regarding the likely effects and
mechanisms of stimulation based on motor cortex research,
which may not generalize to nonmotor areas. Second, conclu-
sions or claims are often made regarding the behavioral effects,
or clinical relevance, of stimulating a particular region, without
considering either distributed stimulation effects or the stimu-
lation montage employed. Finally, it is ultimately through an
increased understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the
effect of stimulation that the broad potential of technologies
such as tDCS may be more fully realized.

The right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ) is a multisensory
integration hub implicated in functional networks including
attention/salience, memory, social cognition, and default mode
networks (Carter and Huettel 2013; Igelström et al. 2015, 2016;
Kubit and Jack 2013; Mars et al. 2012a, 2012b). While a
number of domain-specific theories mapping onto involvement
in these networks are posited, several domain-general theories
regarding rTPJ processing/functionality also exist. These in-
clude the opposing domains and attentional breaking/reorient-
ing hypotheses (Kubit and Jack 2013), acting as an intero-
exteroception “switch” subserving integrative predictive pro-
cesses (Bzdok et al. 2013), contextual updating of internal
models (Geng and Vossel 2013), and the nexus model of Carter
and Huettel (2013). The nexus model reasons that the TPJ is
involved in multisensory and multinetwork integration pro-
cesses that facilitate decision-making, performance of complex
tasks, and establishment of a social context (Carter and Huettel
2013). While these theories differ in nuance, they have in
common the theme of a multinetwork integrative role for the
TPJ in higher order processes. Such a role implies a need for
strong communicative links, implying in turn a need for a
mechanism for both local and distant communication, of which
resting state network connectivity is one candidate mechanism.
Studies examining rTPJ connectivity tend to advocate a par-
cellation approach and suggest that rTPJ subregions display
varying levels of resting state and functional connectivity.
Regions implicated comprise the aforementioned functional
networks, particularly left temporoparietal sites and central/
prefrontal structures (Bzdok et al. 2013; Carter and Huettel
2013; Igelström et al. 2016; Mars et al. 2012b). The rTPJ is
also a site of increasing interest with reference to neuromodu-
latory studies and potential clinical relevance (Donaldson et al.
2015; Eddy 2016).
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Two ways of evaluating the electrophysiological network
effects of rTPJ HD-tDCS are electroencephalographic (EEG)
resting state power and coherence. Of relevance here is the
principle that synchronous oscillations of neural assemblies at
particular frequencies, even in nonproximal brain nodes/re-
gions, may subserve brain network communication and func-
tion. Two related theories are the communication through
coherence (CTC) hypothesis and the gating by inhibition (GBI)
hypothesis. The former (CTC) posits that neuronal communi-
cation is essentially facilitated by neuronal temporal synchro-
nization, with increased synchrony associated with increased
functional communication/connectivity (Fries 2005, 2015;
Womelsdorf et al. 2007). The latter (GBI) essentially proposes
that information routing between task-relevant regions is me-
diated by inhibiting/blocking activity in regions less relevant to
the task (or current processing) (Jensen and Mazaheri 2010).
Importantly, both theories may contribute to overall processing
via low-frequency/high-frequency coupling, whereby higher
frequency synchronous oscillations may be more associated
with local task-related processing (and the CTC framework)
and lower frequency oscillations may be critical to longer
range communication coordination (via the GBI framework)
(Bonnefond et al. 2017; Florin and Baillet 2015).

Application of transcranial electrical stimulation (including
tDCS) can influence neural oscillations and cognitive function,
perhaps via direct and indirect influences on pyramidal cells
and interneurons involved in glutamatergic and GABAergic
transmission and local and distributed excitation/inhibition
balances (Buzsáki et al. 2012; Harmony 2013; Krause et al.
2013). This relates to the notion that the increased excitability
frequently attributed to anodal tDCS is mediated by the effects
of reduced local GABA and/or increased glutamate concentra-
tions, which may have both local and network effects, a notion
that has some support in motor cortex work (Stagg et al. 2014).

Annarumma et al. (2018) recently summarized results per-
taining to both proximal and distal bandwidth power influences
of tDCS, suggesting that anodal stimulation was associated
with reduced slower wave power (delta, theta, alpha) but
increased beta power, while cathodal stimulation increases
slower wave power (delta, theta) and reduces beta and gamma
power. Regarding the rTPJ more specifically, Spitoni et al.
(2013) applied anodal/cathodal/sham tDCS to the right poste-
rior parietal cortex (rPPC: P2, P4, P6; noncephalic reference
electrode), reporting that the only significant modulation was
postanodal stimulation increases in EEG parietal alpha power
and, to a lesser extent, frontal alpha power. Mangia et al.
(2014) applied the same protocol to the rPPC (P4; without a
cathodal condition). Consistent with the findings of Spitoni et
al. (2013), they reported significant increases in alpha power in
parietal and frontal regions after anodal stimulation. Addition-
ally, they observed increased theta power parietocentrally dur-
ing stimulation and frontally after stimulation and increased
beta power in parallel with the aforementioned alpha-power
modulation, although largely in contralateral parietal electrode
sites. Based on these findings, Hsu et al. (2014) attempted to
increase alpha power via rPPC (P4) anodal tDCS in a sample
to examine subsequent effects on a visual memory task but
found alpha power decreased in the low-performing group and
did not change in the high-performing group, which they
interpreted through a lens of state-dependent tDCS effects. No

studies could be identified examining the effects of TPJ tDCS
on EEG coherence.

While these studies provide some evidence of stimulation
influences on these important metrics of network dynamics,
this short literature review also highlights the dearth of knowl-
edge in this domain, further emphasizing the need for increased
understanding in such an important nonmotor site as the rTPJ.
These studies also used traditional tDCS, which is a disadvan-
tage in terms of degree of acuity (due to large stimulation
areas) when assessing and extrapolating with regard to local
and distributed electrophysiological effects and potential im-
pacts on function. This study sought to redress these limitations
by using electroencephalography (EEG) to assess the impacts
of anodal and cathodal rTPJ high-definition transcranial direct
current stimulation (HD-tDCS) on resting state power and
coherence with regards to key functional network regions
associated with the rTPJ (frontal, central, and left TPJ electrode
configurations). The limited number of directly relevant prior
findings preclude confident directional hypotheses. However,
based on the most directly relevant (PPC) studies discussed
above, it was hypothesized that anodal stimulation (compared
with cathodal and sham stimulation) would increase resting
state power in theta, alpha, and beta bandwidths in the region
of stimulation and functionally connected regions. It was also
predicted that both active stimulation conditions would be
associated with coherence changes in these regions compared
with sham stimulation.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The present paper presents data collected as part of a larger study.
The methodology therefore overlaps with that described previously in
papers examining different aspects of the data set (Donaldson et al.
2018, 2019).

Participants

The sample comprised 53 right-handed healthy volunteers aged
18–40, with normal or corrected-to-normal vision and no contraindi-
cations to standard noninvasive brain stimulation screening protocols
(Rossi et al. 2009) or history of mental illness, as determined by the
MINI International Neuropsychological Interview Screen (Lecrubier
et al. 1997). Participant demographics are outlined in Table 1. There
were no significant differences between groups on any factor, with the
exception of sex. The female-to-male ratio in sham, cathodal, and
anodal conditions was 10:8, 14:4, and 6:11, respectively (Cramer’s
V � 0.35, P � 0.04). Post hoc testing indicated that cathodal and
anodal conditions differed with regards to sex (P � 0.03). Time of day
tested was also recorded and assessed, as it has been suggested that
circadian factors and the physiology of sleep/wake states may mediate
plasticity and responses to stimulation (Li et al. 2015). Time of day
tested did not differ between groups.

Design

The study was double-blind and sham controlled with both within-
subjects (pre- versus poststimulation) and between-subjects (stimula-
tion condition; sham versus cathodal versus anodal stimulation) fac-
tors. Participants took part in one session, in which resting state EEG
was recorded before and after 20 min of either sham, cathodal, or
anodal HD-tDCS to the rTPJ. Protocols were approved by the Human
Research Ethics Committee of Deakin University.
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Questionnaires

Participants completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Old-
field 1971) to confirm right-handedness before participation. At the
end of the session (after stimulation and second EEG recording),
participants completed a poststimulation questionnaire.

Procedure

Participants were fitted with an EEG cap (https://www.easycap.de/
wordpress/), and the 10–20 system sites for HD-tDCS electrodes were
marked (Figs. 1 and 2). The cap was then removed. HD-tDCS
electrode sites were cleaned with abrasive paste and alcohol swabs
before five electrodes were fixed (20-mm diameter circular rubber,
supplied by neuroConn; https://www.neurocaregroup.com) into posi-
tion with adhesive conductive paste. An impedance check was carried
out to ensure impedance was �50 k� (neuroConn 2014) before the
EEG cap was replaced. HD-tDCS electrode positions were rechecked.
Thirteen single silver-silver chloride (Ag-AgCl) sintered ring EEG
electrodes were fastened to the cap at the sites displayed in Fig. 1.
EEG electrodes were also placed on each mastoid, above and below
the left eye, and on the lateral canthus of each eye. The ground
electrode was placed centrally on the forehead. Conductive gel was
then applied to all EEG electrodes. Impedances were kept below 5 k�
where possible (with all impedances kept below 10 k�). Two exper-
imenters completed this setup process. The second experimenter then
left the room before the next stage.

Participants were seated in a darkened room, 60 cm from the
computer monitor (https://zowie.benq.com/en/product/monitor.html)

at eye level. They sat for 2 min during resting state (eyes open)
EEG recording, during which they were instructed to focus on a
white fixation cross (15 � 15 mm) in the center of the blackened
screen (280 � 515 mm). EEG was then recorded for 2 min while
participants were asked to keep their eyes closed.

At this point, the second experimenter returned to the room. The
first experimenter then left the room to maintain blinding. An imped-
ance check was again carried out on HD-tDCS electrodes. HD-tDCS
was then applied to the rTPJ for 20 min (sham, cathodal, or anodal).

After HD-tDCS the first experimenter left the room again and the
second experimenter returned. Participants again sat for 2 min during
resting state (eyes open) EEG recording, followed by a further 2 min
while participants were asked to keep their eyes closed. Finally,
participants completed the poststimulation questionnaire.

HD-tDCS

The montage was chosen according to optimal current intensity
and focality, based on Soterix neurotargeting software (https://
soterixmedical.com/research/software). The configuration, current
at each electrode, and modeling of stimulation intensity (for
cathodal stimulation) are displayed in Fig. 2. Stimulation was
applied using a neuroConn DC-Stimulator (MC Version; https://
www.neurocaregroup.com). Active stimulation (anodal or cath-
odal) applied a current intensity of 2 mA (split evenly between
electrodes) for 20 min, with a 30-s ramp-up and ramp-down at the
beginning and end. Sham stimulation was also 20 min, but con-
tained only three short, intermittent bursts of active 2-mA stimu-
lation (totaling 230 s, each burst with a 30-s ramp-up and ramp-

Table 1. Demographic characteristics as per group

ANOVA Statistics

Variable Sham (n � 18) Cathodal (n � 18) Anodal (n � 17) F P

Age, yr 26.5 � 6.6 24.4 � 4.4 24.3 � 5.4 0.90 0.41
Education, yr 17 � 2.6 17.3 � 2.6 17.4 � 3.4 0.10 0.91
Time of day tested 11:34 � 2.6 11:52 � 2.6 11:00 � 2.4 0.20 0.82
EHI 0.88 � 0.2 0.83 � 0.2 0.85 � 0.2 0.24 0.79

Values are means � SD. EHI, Edinburgh Handedness Inventory.

Fig. 1. Diagram of EEG electrode layout
(green circles) and high-definition-transcra-
nial direct current stimulation (HD-tDCS)
electrode montage (yellow circles: 0.5 mA
each, navy blue: circle 2 mA, polarity de-
pending on anodal or cathodal condition).
Electrodes were also placed on each mastoid,
above and below the left eye, and on the lateral
canthus of each eye. The ground electrode was
placed centrally on the forehead.
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down). Participants were seated in a nondarkened room during
stimulation, and were not engaged in any activities. EEG was not
recorded during stimulation.

EEG Recording and Preprocessing

A 64-channel SynAmpsRT amplifier was used for acquisition (Com-
pumedics Neuroscan, Charlotte, NC; https://compumedicsneuroscan.
com/). EEG recordings were in DC at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.

EEG data were processed and analyzed offline using Curry 7 Neuro-
imaging Suite (https://compumedicsneuroscan.com/). Data were baseline
corrected (constant), rereferenced to the average of the two mastoids and
band pass filtered (1–30 Hz). Oculomotor artefacts were identified (ver-
tical, 100 uV; horizontal, 130 uV) and covaried. Bad blocks were also
identified (�75 uV, as well as visually) and marked for exclusion from
further analysis.

For resting state power analysis, back-to-back 1-s epochs were
saved and averaged. Power analysis was carried out across delta (1–3
Hz), theta (�3–8 Hz), alpha (�8–12 Hz), and beta (�12–30 Hz)
bandwidths for each electrode. This was done using fast Fourier
transformation (FFT) phase (time) option with a Hanning taper. This
approach averages raw waveforms initially (time domain averaging)
and subsequently computes FFT, which thereby takes phase relation-
ships into account. Overall, 88% of epochs were retained for analysis
for both eyes closed and open data sets. Electrodes were grouped and
averaged for the left TPJ (lTPJ; CP5, P3, P7), rTPJ (CP6, P4, P8),
central (C3, CZ, C4), and frontal (F3, FZ, F4) regions for further
analysis.

Regarding coherence analysis, back-to-back 3-s epochs were saved
and averaged from each 2-min resting state data file. Complex demodu-
lation was used in place of FFT in Curry for this purpose (Compumedics
2011). A minimum of 10% acceptable epochs were required to be

Fig. 2. Montage and Soterix modeling for cathodal stimulation of the right temporoparietal junction (rTPJ). Polarities are reversed for anodal stimulation. For
anodal stimulation, the central electrode (P6) was the anode, with the other 4 electrodes (C6, TP8, PO8, and P2) collectively forming the cathode (see also Fig.
1). The reverse polarity arrangement constituted cathodal stimulation. MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.
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processed further. Minimum and maximum lag criteria for coherence
values obtained were set at 2 and 10 ms, respectively. Electrodes were
grouped into the same clusters as above, frontal (F3, FZ, F4), central (C3,
CZ, C4), lTPJ (CP5, P7, P3), and rTPJ (CP6, P4, P8), for averaging of
individual electrode pairings and further analysis as per below.

Data Analysis

All final statistical analyses were carried out in SPSS v. 22, IBM.
Data were screened for normality and outliers. The latter were
winsorized, and the appropriate procedures were adopted to manage
the former (if distributions were nonnormal, transformations were
conducted to reduce skew/kurtosis according to Tabachnick and Fidell
(2013)). Post hoc tests with Bonferroni adjustments were used where
appropriate. In contexts such as the present where multiple compari-
sons are conducted, control of family-wise error is a concern. Boot-
strapping, a resampling method increasingly used in such contexts,
selects and examines subsamples of a test population over numerous
iterations (generally �1,000 subsamples are preferred) to provide
more information and make inferences regarding overall sample
parameters. Bootstrapping provides more robust, accurate, and con-
servative estimates of P values and confidence intervals. It also assists
with the reduction of type I error risk, without compromising power
(and therefore increasing type II error) (Romano et al. 2010; Westfall
and Troendle 2008; Wright et al. 2011). Reviews of bootstrapping and
its many applications are also available (Davison and Hinkley 1997;
Efron and Tibshirani 1994). Bootstrapping was utilized in the case of
significant findings to ensure these were robust (1,000 samples, bias
corrected accelerated). Details on bootstrapping and procedures in
SPSS v. 22 are available as Supplemental Materials at https://figshare.
com/articles/Bootstrapping_in_SPSS_v_22/9275909.

Also available on figshare are Supplemental Tables/Figures (https://
figshare.com/articles/Materials_supplementing_manuscript/8202107)
and SPSS data files for resting state eyes closed (https://figshare.com/
articles/rsEEG_eyes_closed_SPSS_file_JoN/8202137) and eyes open
conditions (https://figshare.com/articles/rsEEG_eyes_open_SPSS_file_
JoN/8202134), as well as for coherence analysis (https://figshare.com/
articles/Coherence_data_SPSS_file/8202116).

RESULTS

Poststimulation Questionnaire

Participants appeared to be well blinded to sham (only 39%
correctly guessing), whereas 63% correctly identified an active
condition. However, a �2-test comparing correct responses
versus incorrect/unsure responses was not significant (P �
0.07). All participants successfully completed stimulation.
Two participants temporarily ceased due to discomfort but
completed stimulation after a short break (1–3 min). A graph-
ical summary of stimulation blinding and a table detailing stim-
ulation-related experience/sensations is available on figshare at
https://figshare.com/articles/Post-stimulation_questionnaire_
results/8869208.

Resting State Power Analysis

Eyes closed. Separate ANOVAs were used for frontal, cen-
tral, and temporoparietal clusters, with log transformed power
(uV2) data. To examine possible hemispheric effects regarding
the left and right TPJ clusters, a mixed model ANOVA with
factors of time (pre and post), hemisphere (lTPJ and rTPJ), and
condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) examined the impacts
of stimulation on spectral power at each bandwidth. Results
were nonsignificant for lower frequencies (delta, theta, and
alpha; see Supplemental Table S1). A significant time �

hemisphere � condition interaction was found at the beta
bandwidth [F(2,50) � 3.69, P � 0.032, �p

2 � 0.13; Supple-
mental Table S2 and Supplemental Fig. S1). Post hoc analyses,
however, were not significant. Mixed model ANOVAs (with
factors of time and condition only) were also conducted sep-
arately for frontal and central clusters. Results were not sig-
nificant (Supplemental Tables S3 and S4).

Eyes open. The same analyses were conducted for eyes open
resting state data (also log transformed). Results were not
significant for higher frequencies (Supplemental Tables S5–7).
There was no significant time � hemisphere � condition
interaction for rTPJ versus lTPJ at any bandwidth. However,
time � condition interactions were found in the delta band-
width for the TPJ [F(2,49) � 5.08, P � 0.010, �p

2 � 0.17) and
central clusters [F(2,49) � 3.51, P � 0.037, �p

2 � 0.13] and in
the theta bandwidth for the frontal cluster [F(2,49) � 4.27,
P � 0.019, �p

2 � 0.15]. A trend time � condition interaction
was also found in the delta bandwidth for the frontal cluster
[F(2,49) � 3.19, P � 0.050, �p

2 � 0.12]. Post hoc analyses
suggested that delta power was increased after anodal stimu-
lation in both the TPJ [t(15) � �2.71, P � 0.016, �2 � 0.33,
Fig. 3; P � 0.019 after bootstrapping] and central clusters
[t(15) � �2.22, P � 0.042, �2 � 0.25, Fig. 4; P � 0.052 after
bootstrapping], although the latter does not withstand Bonfer-
roni correction at the revised alpha level of 0.0167 (and inflates
to P � 0.05 with bootstrapping) and can be considered trend
only (see also box and whisker representations of Fig. 3
and Fig. 4 at https://figshare.com/articles/Figure_3_1_Box_
and_whiskers_plot_of_TPJ_delta_power_rsEO_/8947439 and
https://figshare.com/articles/Figure_4_1_Box_and_whiskers_
plot_of_central_delta_power_rsEO_/8947445, respectively. The
former must be interpreted with caution also given that the P
value is marginally �0.0167 also after bootstrapping. In frontal
regions, power was increased after cathodal stimulation in both
the theta bandwidth [t(17) � �3.44, P � 0.003, �2 � 0.44,
Fig. 5; P � 0.002 after bootstrapping] and delta bandwidth
[t(17) � �3.04, P � 0.007, �2 � 0.38, Fig. 6; P � 0.003 after
bootstrapping]. Please note that these figures display log trans-

Fig. 3. Effect of condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) on temporoparietal
junction (TPJ) delta power [pooled across right (r)TPJ and left (l)TPJ, log
transformed uV2] during resting state (eyes open). HD-tDCS, transcranial
direct current stimulation. Note: error bars represent SE; P � 0.019 after
bootstrapping in anodal condition.
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formed means (see also box and whiskers representations at
https://figshare.com/articles/Figure_5_1_Box_and_whiskers_
plot_of_frontal_theta_power_rsEO_/8947448 and https://figshare.
com/articles/Figure_6_1_Box_and_whiskers_plot_of_frontal_
delta_power_rsEO_/8947454, respectively). Several main ef-
fects of time were also observed (Supplemental Tables
S5–S10).

Coherence Analysis

Coherence value difference scores (prestimulation sub-
tracted from poststimulation) were used due to improved dis-
tribution normality compared with pre- and postdistributions,
meaning that data transformations were not necessary for
coherence analyses. Difference scores were calculated for each
preidentified electrode pairing for each participant at each
bandwidth, averaged across epochs (e.g., F3–CP6, F3–P4,
F3–P8). These were then averaged across each region cluster
pairing: rTPJ-frontal (CP6, P4, P8–F3, FZ, F4), rTPJ-central

(CP6, P4, P8–C3, CZ, C4), and rTPJ-lTPJ (CP6, P4, P8–CP5,
P7, P3). Only coherence pairs that begin and terminate in
different regions were used for the averaged data.

Eyes closed. An average of 87% of cases were retained for
analyses (Supplemental Table S11). One-way ANOVAs exam-
ined coherence difference scores (post-pre) in each cluster
pairing at each bandwidth, with stimulation condition as the
factor. Results were nonsignificant in all cases (Supplemental
Table S12).

Eyes open. The same analyses were conducted for eyes open
data. An average of 93% of cases were retained for analyses
(Supplemental Table S13). Although rTPJ-central region pair-
ings neared significance in the theta band (see Supplemental
Table S14 for full summary statistics), the only statistically
significant difference observed was in the rTPJ-lTPJ pairing in
the delta band [F(2,49) � 3.90, P � 0.027, �p

2 � 0.14]. Post
hoc analyses suggested that rTPJ-lTPJ delta power coherence
was increased after anodal stimulation compared with cathodal
stimulation [t(32) � 2.70, P � 0.011 (P � 0.012 after boot-
strapping), �2 � 0.19] and sham stimulation [t(32) � 2.10,
P � 0.043 (P � 0.041 after bootstrapping), �2 � 0.12], al-
though the latter does not withstand Bonferroni correction at
the revised alpha level of 0.0167 and can be considered trend
only. Figure 7 displays this result graphically (see also box and
whiskers representation at https://figshare.com/articles/Figure_
7_1_Box_and_whiskers_plot_of_rTPJ-lTPJ_delta_coherence_
rsEO_/8947457. Positive mean differences indicate increased
coherence between regions after stimulation and therefore
increased rTPJ-lTPJ coherence after anodal stimulation in the
delta bandwidth (compared with cathodal, and trending com-
pared with sham).

DISCUSSION

This study applied anodal, cathodal, or sham HD-tDCS to
the rTPJ to examine local and distributed modulatory effects at
a neurophysiological level, via resting state EEG power and
coherence. To our knowledge it is the first study to do so. The

Fig. 4. Effect of condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) on delta power (pooled
across central electrodes, log transformed uV2) during resting state (eyes
open). HD-tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation. Note: error bars
represent SE; P � 0.052 after bootstrapping in anodal condition.

Fig. 5. Effect of condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) on theta power (pooled
across frontal electrodes, log transformed uV2) during resting state (eyes
open). HD-tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation. Note: error bars
represent SE; P � 0.002 after bootstrapping in cathodal condition.

Fig. 6. Effect of condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) on delta power (pooled
across frontal electrodes, log transformed uV2) during resting state (eyes
open). HD-tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation. Note: Error bars
represent SE; P � 0.003 after bootstrapping in cathodal condition.
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results of the present study can be both compared and con-
trasted with prior findings that informed the present hypotheses
(which were only partially supported) and will be discussed
according to the following themes: 1) active HD-tDCS modu-
lated both local and network resting state power, but this
occurred at low frequencies (particularly in the delta band-
width) and not in the alpha/beta bandwidths as previously
reported; 2) anodal HD-tDCS increased lTPJ-rTPJ interhemi-
spheric coherence in the delta bandwidth only; 3) modulatory
effects were almost exclusively observed in the eyes open (EO)
rather than eyes closed (EC) condition, directly contrasting
with prior groups findings.

Delta/Theta Power Modulated by Active HD-tDCS

In contrast to prior findings (Mangia et al. 2014; Spitoni et
al. 2013), active stimulation did not increase resting state
power in alpha or beta bandwidths. This null finding, however,
is consistent with Hsu et al. (2014), who used the same tDCS
protocol (targeting P4) as the other groups in attempting to
increase alpha power but found no alpha modulation after
anodal stimulation in what were categorized as high performers
on a subsequent visual memory task and reduced alpha power
in low performers. The authors interpreted this as a priori
state/trait-based network oscillatory differences leading to dif-
ferences in susceptibility/modulability by tDCS. Such individ-
ual differences may have contributed to variation in the present
sample that reduced the power to detect higher frequency
modulatory effects. Another difference between the present
and prior studies is the use of HD-tDCS, which uses much
smaller electrodes with greater current densities to elicit more
localized stimulation effects. Such differences may also lead to
different local and network neural/neurotransmitter impacts
that result in different oscillatory profile effects.

The consistent finding of increases in delta power across
frontal regions after cathodal stimulation and central/temporo-
parietal regions after anodal stimulation (in some instances
trend only) was interesting and somewhat unexpected. That
cathodal stimulation specifically modulated distal frontal re-

gions in contrast to the more proximal regions modulated by
anodal stimulation raises questions regarding differing oscilla-
tory influences and mechanisms of action of the two current
polarities, although the present methodology cannot shed fur-
ther light on this potential distinction. More broadly, delta-
power increases after cathodal motor cortex tDCS have been
previously observed (Ardolino et al. 2005) and are consistent
with the anodal-excitation/cathodal-inhibition (Ae/Ci) hypoth-
esis of tDCS neuronal excitability effects: if cathodal stimula-
tion inhibits, increased slow-wave power might be expected.
Increased delta power after anodal stimulation contrasts with
many prior studies (Annarumma et al. 2018; Keeser et al. 2011;
Wirth et al. 2011), though these involve frontal rather than
temporoparietal stimulation. Consistent with current findings,
however, Boonstra et al. (2016) observed anodal stimulation
increases in resting state delta power after frontal tDCS. These
authors highlighted the relevance of EO versus EC resting state
conditions, a point that will be pursued further below. They
also interpreted this deviation from prior findings from the
perspective of differing electrode size and current densities,
noting that increased charge densities and therefore stimulation
intensities can alter and even reverse normal Ae/Ci effects in
the motor cortex. In one such study, 20 min of 2-mA cathodal
tDCS (as applied here) produced increased cortical excitability
rather than inhibition (Batsikadze et al. 2013). In general, the
present study also adds support to the notion that the traditional
Ae/Ci model of tDCS effects is problematic, particularly in
nonmotor regions, and may also be state dependent and influ-
enced by intra- and interindividual differences not controlled or
accounted for in studies such as the present one (Horvath et al.
2014; Krause and Cohen Kadosh 2014).

The finding that delta/theta power in frontal regions in-
creased after cathodal stimulation is, however, consistent with
the traditional Ae/Ci perspective. While this has been observed
previously at a local level in the motor cortex (Ardolino et al.
2005), this was not reported after rPPC cathodal stimulation in
another study (Spitoni et al. 2013). Mangia et al. (2014),
however, did find an increase in theta power during anodal
rPPC stimulation that began locally and propagated forward to
frontocentral regions after stimulation and particularly frontal
regions in the EO condition. As above, methodological differ-
ences between studies, such as varying charge densities, may at
least partly explain the inconsistent findings. The potential
meaning and implication of these findings will be discussed
after some brief statements on the coherence findings, as these
are also relevant to the interpretation.

Anodal HD-tDCS Increased lTPJ-rTPJ Coherence in the
Delta Bandwidth Only

Consistent with the themes above, interhemispheric TPJ
delta coherence was increased after anodal stimulation. Com-
bined with the increases in distributed resting state delta power
poststimulation noted above, these findings raise questions
regarding both the importance of slow wave activity to distal
communication/connectivity, and the potential functional im-
plications of such modulations, given the proposed roles of the
rTPJ. While slow-frequency resting state oscillations have
traditionally been associated with drowsy and sleep states
(Annarumma et al. 2018), it is unlikely that the present results
can be interpreted through a lens of increased drowsiness as the

Fig. 7. Effect of condition (sham, cathodal, and anodal) on right and left
temporoparietal junction (rTPJ-lTPJ) coherence (post-pre stimulation differ-
ence) in delta bandwidth during resting state (eyes open). HD-tDCS, transcra-
nial direct current stimulation. Note: error bars represent SE; P � 0.012 after
bootstrapping for anodal-cathodal comparison; P � 041 after bootstrapping for
anodal-sham comparison.
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study session progressed. If this were the case, increased slow
wave power and coherence might be expected after sham
compared with active stimulation, and in the EC rather than EO
condition, the reverse of the pattern observed here.

Informing alternative interpretations, it is increasingly rec-
ognized that delta-oscillatory activity may have other func-
tional significance in both the resting and task-oriented brain
(Harmony 2013). In a detailed review, Knyazev (2012) posits
a critical role for delta oscillations in terms of synchronizing
cortical and autonomic functions, listing motivation/reward
and attention/salience processes as strongly implicated. In
another informative review, Harmony (2013) proposes a model
that bridges the task-oriented/resting brain and sleep literature,
by suggesting that delta oscillations may downmodulate the
activity of brain networks not supporting current processing/
mentation (for example, to inhibit sensory afferences and
facilitate internally directed attention/concentration). This
aligns with the GBI framework discussed in the INTRODUCTION

(Jensen and Mazaheri 2010). Combined with the principle that
large networks tend to be recruited during slow-wave oscilla-
tions (as opposed to higher frequencies association with more
local networks) (Lu et al. 2007; Silberstein 2006; von Stein and
Sarnthein 2000), it is plausible to hypothesize in the context of
present results that slow wave oscillatory activity might be one
means by which the rTPJ might contribute to its proposed
integrative effects and functions across domains and networks,
including a role in mediating between endogenous/exogenous
attention and processing and influencing the activity of relevant
and irrelevant networks. Frontoparietal and interhemispheric
lTPJ-rTPJ structural and functional connectivity may be par-
ticularly important in this regard.

Modulatory Effects Were Almost Exclusively Observed in the
EO Rather Than EC Condition

Prior papers, including two rPPC tDCS studies (Mangia et
al. 2014; Spitoni et al. 2013), tend to find greater oscillatory
responsiveness to tDCS in the EC rather than EO condition.
More general research into differences between EO and EC
conditions in EEG suggests a general reduction in delta, theta,
and alpha power in EO compared with EC, taken to reflect the
processing of visual stimuli necessitating higher frequency
oscillations in relevant networks (Barry et al. 2007, 2009).
More specifically, Mangia et al. (2014, p. 6) apply this to their
interpretation by suggesting that the brain may have a greater
sensitivity to tDCS in the EC condition as “a consequence of a
higher processing capability to the external tDCS stimuli avail-
able.”

While it is possible our differing result is the consequence of
methodological differences or statistical anomaly, alternative
interpretations are available in line with the rTPJ functional
connectivity discussed in Anodal HD-tDCS Increased lTPJ-
rTPJ Coherence in the Delta Bandwidth Only. More specifi-
cally, it is well established that the brain is not “resting” during
so called resting states, despite the absence of exogenous visual
input in EC conditions. Of relevance here is the proposed
default mode network (DMN), a network of structures includ-
ing the bilateral TPJ and medial frontal regions that tend to be
more active “at rest” (or during endogenous attention processes
such as autobiographical memory retrieval, considering the
perspectives of others, and imagining future situations) and

anticorrelated with exogenous or task-focused attention net-
works (Buckner et al. 2008; Greicius et al. 2003; Mars et al.
2012a). It is unlikely that in EO conditions, such as the current
one, where participants are asked to gaze at a fixation cross on
a screen for several minutes, that they can or do consciously
attend to the cross for that duration. It is more likely that after
a brief period participants continue to gaze at the cross as their
mind “wanders” in the manner described above, implicating
DMN activity and associated anticorrelated deactivations.

Consistent with this, Yan et al. (2009) examined functional
connectivity and regional amplitude of low-frequency fluctu-
ation (ALFF) in DMN regions in three resting state functional
MRI conditions: EC, EO (with fixation; EO-F), EO (without
fixation; EO-WF). They reported greater functional connectiv-
ity and ALFF in DMN regions in both EO conditions compared
with EC, and greater functional connectivity in many regions
(as well as ALFF in some regions) in EO-F compared with
EO-WF. Yan et al. (2009, p. 9) take this to reflect more highly
synchronized and greater spontaneous neuronal activity in
DMN regions in EO compared with EC conditions and suggest
that EO conditions may be associated with “more nonspecific
or nongoal-directed visual information gathering and evaluat-
ing, as well as mind wandering and daydreaming.” While
speculative, linking this with the present discussion and results,
one interpretation might be that in EO conditions increased
DMN activity associated with activities such as episodic mem-
ory processing or mind wandering might require more down-
regulation of sensory afferences (and their salience attribu-
tions), particularly exogenous visual stimuli processing, and
that broad low-frequency oscillatory network activity may be
one means by which this is achieved. Furthermore, if this is
more “effortful” in active conditions, this might partly explain
why active rTPJ stimulation conditions exerted low-frequency
network oscillatory activity influences in EO conditions only.
Contrasting again with a prior rPPC tDCS study, Spitoni et al.
(2013) verbally requested participants open or close eyes every
30 s for 15 min, which would have different network dynamic
effects to the protocol used here (2 min of EO, 2 min of EC)
and would mean the initial network effects/response to opening
one’s eyes (i.e., the effects of the visual input and the period of
the system inhibiting these afferences if wishing to return to
DMN processing) would make up a greater percentage of
epochs used for resting state analysis and likely produce very
different results.

Limitations

One important methodological limitation is the partial EEG
montage. While this was partly necessary given the physical
interference of HD-tDCS electrodes, it does limit both spatial
resolution and the capacity to assess more global effects.
Adding to this, electrode potentials were grouped and averaged
for a priori regions of interest for final analyses, further
reducing spatial resolution. The use of mastoids as reference is
also potentially a limitation in terms of EEG signal bias (Joyce
and Rossion 2005). However, this was partially offset by
averaging the mastoids for analysis. A further limitation was
the sex imbalance in the cathodal condition, which had a higher
male-to-female ratio than the anodal condition. While sex may
interact with resting state EEG measures, a recent review
suggests that evidence for this is minimal and inconsistent in
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healthy samples and that such analyses in prior studies were
secondary in nature and had not systematically examined
resting state sex differences (Sanders 2017). An associated
study directly testing resting state EEG sex differences found
increased beta power (at three frontocentral electrode sites) as
the only significant difference between sexes in in women
compared with men (across a healthy group and a group with
schizophrenia) (Sanders 2017). Similarly, state-dependent in-
fluences of tDCS may include factors relevant to sex such as
hormone levels (Krause and Cohen Kadosh 2014). However, at
present we are unaware of any evidence suggesting sex differ-
ences in resting state EEG outcomes related to tDCS effects in
healthy samples, although the reverse, the absence of sex
differences, has been reported (Accornero et al. 2014). It is
therefore unlikely that sex would exert a significant influence
in the present healthy and high-functioning (largely university
sourced) sample, although the results should be interpreted
cautiously in this regard. An additional limitation is the lack of
behavioral outcome measures linked to proposed rTPJ func-
tions, which reduces the capacity for the findings and present
discussion to link strongly and directly with TPJ function.
Finally, it must also be acknowledged that the study was likely
underpowered, which may at least partially account for several
of the null findings that counter present hypotheses or past
results. Related to this is the possibility of type I error in the
context of multiple comparisons without full Bonferroni ad-
justment. However, it is encouraging that all significant find-
ings occurred only in slow-wave, EO, active stimulation con-
ditions, and that P values were robust to bootstrapping. Given
the relative dearth of HD-tDCS-EEG oscillation reports in
nonmotor areas, we consider it important to report all analyses
conducted and consider our statistical approach an appropriate
compromise between risk of type I and type II error. Nonethe-
less, our results must be considered preliminary, be interpreted
cautiously, and await further replication.

Conclusion

This study applied HD-tDCS to the rTPJ to examine neuro-
modulatory effects via resting state EEG power and coherence.
The results suggested that modulations of oscillatory activity at
low-frequency bandwidths (particularly delta) were more
likely to occur than at higher frequencies and in EO compared
with EC conditions. The results were not uniformly consistent
with the traditional Ae/Ci model of tDCS effects, adding
support to the notion that this model applies less reliably to
nonmotor sites or may become more complex in terms of
dependence on state/trait/topography differences in nonmotor
regions. Although the present data set can only be considered
preliminary, it does point to the need for further analysis of
delta-oscillatory activity with respect to rTPJ function and
connectivity. Future studies would benefit from larger sample
sizes to examine subtle neuromodulatory effects and could also
consider study designs that might inform a broader discussion.
This might include the utilization of behavioral outcomes
relevant to the different implicit rTPJ functional networks, and
additional methodologies such as magnetic resonance spectros-
copy that might assist with assessing tDCS effects on under-
lying neurotransmitter concentrations, which may in turn map
on to local and distributed network activity and behavioral
outcomes.
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